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Abstract—In this work, a novel implementation of the pertur-
bative technique (PT) recently proposed in [1] for the solution
of nonuniform transmission-lines (NUTLs) is presented. Unlike
the original PT, the proposed method provides a 2n-port S-
parameter representation of the NUTL under analysis, which
can be afterwards used in combination with different terminal
conditions and/or cascaded with other 2n-port networks. As
an application example, an interdigital tabbed microstrip line
terminated in SMA connectors and involving a bend discontinuity
is solved by the proposed technique. The obtained predictions are
validated versus those provided by a full-wave solver.
Keywords—tabbed lines, non-uniform transmission lines, scatter-
ing parameters, perturbative technique, bend discontinuities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Simulation of high-speed interconnects on printed circuit
boards (PCBs) often requires to model the line as a nonuniform
transmission line (NUTL) due to either desired or undesired
geometrical and/or material non-uniformity. Though full-wave
simulation is a common practice to accurately evaluate the
performance of such interconnects, resorting to multiconductor
transmission-line (MTL) theory results to be computationally
more effective as long as the assumption of transverse electro-
magnetic (TEM) propagation is satisfied (which is actually the
case in a wide range of frequencies). The standard MTL-based
approach to the solution of NUTLs foresees to subdivide the
line into short line-sections with nearly-constant cross-sections.
Every line section is then characterized at the output ports,
and then cascaded with the other sections to evaluate voltages
and currents at line terminals [2]. Accuracy and computational
burden of the technique, known as Uniform Cascaded Section
(UCS) method, strongly depend on the number of sub-sections.
To reduce the computational time, a perturbative technique
(PT) was recently proposed in [1], [3], which treats line non-
uniformity as a perturbation of a (average) uniform MTL.
According to this approach, the original MTL equations with
place-dependent per-unit-length (p.u.l.) matrices are suitably
recast as the equations of a uniform line driven by equiv-
alent distributed sources, accounting for line nonuniformity,
which are iteratively updated to achieve accurate predictions
at line terminals. Although this technique was proven to be
computationally more efficient than the UCS method [1], [4], it
offers less flexibility in terms of terminal conditions. As matter
of fact, evaluation of voltages and currents at line terminals
involves the specific set of loads at the terminals of the MTL
under analysis. This introduces a twofold drawback. First, if
terminal conditions change, the solution has to be repeated
from scratches. Second, cascading the NUTL under analysis
with other lumped/distributed networks is no longer possible.
In this paper, such a limitation is overcome by resorting to a
2n-port characterization of the NUTL under analysis in terms
of S-parameter matrices, whose entries are evaluated through
the conventional PT by exploiting standard 50 Ω terminal con-
ditions. The obtained 2n-port S-parameter representation offers
the advantage to be used in combination with different terminal
conditions and/or cascaded with other lumped or distributed
networks. Feasibility and prediction accuracy of the proposed
technique is assessed versus full-wave simulation by an applica-
tion example involving a tabbed differential microstrip line with
tapered terminal sections and SMA connectors, and exhibiting
a bend discontinuity.
II. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
To overcome the limitations of the traditional PT, the whole
interconnection is converted into the cascade connection of
blocks, characterized in terms of chain or S-parameter matrices.
In line with this idea, every n+1 NUTLs section is treated as
an 2n-port network, and fully characterized in terms of S-
parameter matrices, whose entries are evaluated column-by-
column by the PT. The proposed solution procedure encom-
passes the following steps:
1) Starting from the left side, the entries of the i-th column
(i = 1, . . . , n) of the S-parameter matrix are evaluated
by imposing VˆS,i = 2
√
Zc and VˆS,j = 0 (j 6= i) (Zc
being the reference impedance here set to 50 Ω), and by
assuming the impedances of all ports equal to Zc. The
entries of the i-th column of the S-parameter matrix are
evaluated starting from voltages and currents calculated
at the 2n ports.
2) Repeat previous calculations for the other n-1 columns,
by exchanging the position of the non-null voltage source.
3) Move to the right side, and repeat previous calculations
for the other n columns of the matrix, by properly
exchanging the position of the voltage source.
To interface the NUTL under analysis with additional lumped
or distributed networks (preliminary characterized in terms of
S-parameters through vector network analyzer measurement,
full-wave simulation, or circuit representation), the obtained S-
parameters are converted into T -parameter notation, according
to Fig. 1(a). The resulting T -parameter matrices are then cas-
caded in sequence (e.g., Fig. 1). Complex microstrip structures,
involving repeated basic cells, are efficiently managed by taking
advantage of their repetitive behavior.
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Fig. 1. (a) 2n-port network representation in terms of S- and T -parameters;
and (b) cascade connection of two T -parameter matrices.
III. CASE STUDY
In this Section, the proposed approach is applied for the
analysis of trapezoidal, tabbed differential microstrip lines [5]–
[7]. It is worth mentioning that the objective here is not to
optimize the microstrip design, but just to provide an example
of application of the proposed solution procedure. As shown in
Fig. 2, the microstrip under analysis is terminated into SMA
connectors (in view of experimental characterization at the
output ports) by means of tapered line-sections assuring smooth
impedance transition. Furthermore, the two interdigital tabbed
differential line sections are connected through a bend section,
which causes undesired DM into CM conversion. In spite of
the availability of circuit representation for the bend, e.g., [8],
in this work such a line discontinuity will be modelled by
means of a ”black-box” 4-port network whose S-parameters
were extracted from full-wave simulation at the ports of the
bend section.
The whole structure under analysis is modeled as the cascade
connection of 4-by-4 T -parameter matrices, as shown in Fig. 3.
To reduce the computational time, the inter-digital tabbed traces
incorporating interleaving trapezoidal tabs are further split into
basic cells in Fig. 2(c), whose place-dependent p.u.l. parameters
are evaluated at different cross-sections along the cell length.
For the basic cell, pertinent S-parameters are firstly evaluated
by solution of NUTL equations by the PT, in combination
with standard 50 Ω terminal loads, and by converting the
obtained S-parameter representation into T -parameter notation.
Afterwards, the T -parameter matrix associated with the whole
tabbed line is obtained by multiplication of the matrices per-
tinent to the basic cells. For instance, T3 in Fig. 3 can be
obtained by
T3=(TcellTtTcellTt)
10
= (TcellTt)
20 (1)
where
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Fig. 2. (a) Sketch of the studied structure. (b)-(c) Geometric parameters for
terminal tapered lines and a basic cell of interdigital lines. (d) Geometric
parameters for PCB layers.
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Fig. 3. (a) Subdivision of the microstrip line into subsections, and (b) line
representation by cascaded T -parameter matrices.
Tt =

0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

For the SMA connectors, the lumped circuit model shown in
Fig. 4(a) of [9] is adopted. Due to symmetry, the corresponding
T -parameter matrices T†1, T
†
2 are readily obtained by
T†i=T
†T−1i T
†, i = 1, 2 (2)
with
T† =

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

Eventually, the T -parameter representation of the entire line
structure (see Fig. 3) is obtained by cascading the above-
mentioned sub-sections as
Twhole=T1T2T3T4T5T2†T1† (3)
With reference to the terminal conditions shown in Fig. 4,
FE voltages predicted by the proposed approach are compared
with those obtained by full-wave simulations with ADS [10]
(reference solution) in Fig. 5. The observed good agreement in
the whole frequency interval up to 10 GHz proves the accuracy
of the proposed TL-based approached in spite of the strong
non-uniformity affecting the structure under analysis.
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Fig. 4. Port constraints at the terminations of the microstrip under analysis.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the perturbation technique originally proposed
in [1] has been extended to provide a 2n-port representation of
a complex NUTL structure in terms of S- and T -parameter ma-
trices. It has been shown that the limitations of the conventional
PT can be overcome by using PT in combination of standard
loads to iteratively solve the NUTL sub-problems required for
the characterization of the NUTL under analysis in terms of S-
parameters. The obtained representation can be easily cascaded
with other lumped and/or distributed network to provide a
2n-port representation of the whole structure. Feasibility and
accuracy of the proposed TL-based technique was assessed
versus full-wave simulation by solution of an interdigital tabbed
microstrip line exhibiting a bend discontinuity, and equipped
with SMA connectors.
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Fig. 5. FE voltages predicted by the full-wave solver and the proposed
technique for (a) trace no. 1, and (b) trace no. 2.
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